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HW8000
The fully integrated multi-temperature wine 
cabinet is sure to compliment any kitchen, bar, 
or living room design. The temperature in each 
of the two sophisticated temperature zones can 
be set between 41°F and 68°F, ensuring optimal 
storage conditions for storing reds, whites, and 
champagnes. The HW 8000 provides storage 
flexibility for up to 80 Bordeaux bottles thanks 
to its beech wood shelving and ten storage 
areas at varying heights, ideal for grouping 
different bottle types and sizes. A flexible clip-
on labelling system ensures a clear overview 
of your wine collection. There is a high-quality 
presentation shelf where you can display your 
wine.

HRB1120
This Liebherr 24” refrigerator with 10.8 cubic 
feet of capacity comes with Liebherr’s BioFresh 
technology, which keeps food fresh up to three 
times longer than traditional refrigerators. This 
refrigerator has the ability to be completely 
hidden behind cabinetry. This unit is perfect for 
the custom kitchen. It can be used on its own 
or in a side-by-side configuration with the full 
freezer unit.

HF861
This model is a 24” fully integrated freezer 
with ice maker that is a perfect match for any 
kitchen. Hidden away behind custom cabinetry, 
enjoy features such as VarioSpace, ice maker 
and efficient LED-lighting.

The HF861 houses transparent drawers on 
telescopic rails with safety glass shelf dividers 
which organize frozen foods It has FrostSafe 
technology to continiously circulate air around 
the drawers. It incorporates SoftSystem door 
technology and streamlined Liebherr space 
design.

$9,999
MSRP:
HRB1120 : $3,849
HF861     : $3,849
HW8000  : $5,099
-------------------------------
TOTAL  : $12,800

SAVE
$2,800

* Not to be combined with any other offer
* While quantities last
* Offer ends on DECEMBER 31st, 2019

* Some conditions apply. Any discount offered is off MSRP, and not our regular price which could be less. Ask for more details.


